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The Registrar's office will be forced to remain open over the scheduled spring vacation in order to handle the enormous number of F's which are pouring in for midterm estimates, John W. Bunn, registrar, announced this morning.

Instead of the normal seven to eight percent of midterm F's which are usually expected, the percentage has soared to an unpredictable high. Only F's are required to be turned into the registrar's office at midterm.

The president and deans of the colleges are trying to determine the cause of this unprecedented academic slump. A valid cause suggested is that this decline might be due to the increase in male enrollment and the obvious (?) fact that spring is here.

Students may request their F's and other grades from their instructors upon their return from vacation, April 14 and 15. It has also been suggested that these students expecting F's take their books home over vacation so that the scholastic rating will not be jeopardized come the termination of the semester.

Key job open

Applicants for positions of editor and business manager of the 1948 Key must submit letters of application to Prof. Jesse J. Carrier by Thursday, April 17.

Qualifications for the two positions are as follows:

Editor—2.0 grade average and member of the 1948 senior class. Preference will be given to those who have had experience on the Key editorial staff.

Business Manager—2.0 grade average; member of the 1948 junior class. Preference will be given to those who have had experience on the Key business staff.

Letters of application should contain grade average; scholastic background; experience on high school, university or commercial publications; and brief outline of plans applicant has for the 1948 Key.

Salaries for editor is $250 for business manager $115. The editor must attend this coming summer term in order to plan the book and have work ready for the fall semester.

Send out call for water boy

Residents of the apartments and North dorm, do you have rusty pipes? Is your faucet a drip? Well don't just sit and gripe or curse. You can do something about it. Just leave a written notice of the repairs needed at the office in North dorm and you will receive a call from the maintenance men on the double-quick.

No vacation for libe crew

Library hours during the Easter vacation are as follows: Monday through Friday—9 to 12 and 1 to 5. Saturdays—9 to 12 only. Sundays—closed, April 6 to 13.

Will the secret members of the Bic be unmasked at this assembly this morning? There is only one way to find out. Be here.

Poaceae chances mighty slim with snow and chopping boards

Pledges sing 'let it snow'

by John Dyer

With the first dawn of Spring at Bowling Green the pledge masters cracked their whip-like voices at busy pledges who daffily scrambled around gathering green seed.

This burst of energy was soon turned into wasted motion as a cold blast from Canada changed the minds of the warm responders and they turned tail for Floridian. The winter saws returned and snow all that remained of the labor was a few slightly chewed seeds which even the birds knew would never grow.

Falling snow gently covered the broken branches from the cruel blasts of the winds and the heavy footed tramping of not so nimble columbiae and malefices.

A week later the warming winds returned, fighting all the way with buffeting gales from the Ices of March. Gradually the ground grew soggy and little green spots appeared in corners where their ancestors were missed by Lil' Atmer and his buddies in search of a comfortable nook.

Poaceae Family, turned out in a body to hex the wrong-der and placate the injured frown. But evidently the gods were displeased with Bowling on the Greens. No sooner had the students been lulled into the serene feeling of pleasure and joy, when overnight gray clouds and chilling winds returned and it was as if a dream had passed. Spots of white mocked the gaily painted signs that swayed in the Artic wind and the atmosphere chilled the very protoplasm of the clubfoot. It was not yet time for the songs and joy—it was only April Fool's Day.

Brains meat

Cap and Gown will meet Wednesday at 4 in Dean Willer's office.
Dopey b.t.o.'s jitter at ale
by Jane Carlton

Drooping over their coffee, early morning Nest visitants look like they are still in the "land under the covers."

Feebly holding their cups, the fog-eyed breakfast goers down the stimulating liquid to vitalize their spirits. Yawns and sighs fill in-between sips and few words are spoken.

But then the greatest stimulus of all suddenly breaks forth—the hottest number on the juke box, "Feet Too Big For De Bed." Two wide-eyed rhythm makers step lively with the latest jitterbug creation.

The clock moves up a notch—and then another. Five minutes to eight. Booths vacate as students stumble out the door headed for class.

Dr. Walter Zaugf's soot-suit didn't win him the prize as the most unusual at the Beaux Arts Brawl, which went to an old lamp-lighter couple.

Lasalle's
BOWLING GREEN

It tops the best heads on campus—you'd never think this beret was a mere

$1.98

You'll see it in the snootiest fashion magazines—everybody's talking about it! And we know you won't find a better value. For it's made by a famous maker and it's made for all ages, all faces, all places. It has a new platinum finish and a talent all its own of fitting any and every headsize. Black, brown, gray, red, kelly, beige. White and pink at $2.49.

THE OHIO BELL TELEPHONE CO.

"A Good Place to Work"